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INTRODUCTION 
Historically, there was a time in which confessions were regarded as the most cogent 
and satisfactory proof of guilt (regina prohationum). This belief derived from the pre
sumption that a person would not make an inaccurate statement against his own interest. 
Thus, all confessions, no matter how obtained, were admitted as evidence without any 

distinction. The heavy reliance on confessions subsequent1y led to the recognition of 
torture as a legitimate method for extracting confessions. ' As a response to such prac
tice the other extreme was adopted after the French Revolution; confessions were con
sidered as the most unreliable evidence (demen.\' quide se cm~fitetur) and the suspect or 
the accused were not permitted to give evidence on thcir own behalP Obviously neİlher 
of these approaches reflects the current Turkish approach to the issue. 

Under the principle of "free evaluation of the evidenee", the Turkish trial judge is 
trusted to be able to give to a pre-trial confession whatever weight he thinks it deserves. 
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That means a pre-trial eonfession is admissible in principle. Having said that a numh01' 
of provisions whİch seek to limit the use of confessions at tria! is included hy the Code 
of Crimina! Procedure (hereafter CMUK):' 

In addition to Artİele 254 of CMUK (examİned elsewhere)" Article i 35/A of CMUK. 
which was also İntrodueed by the 1992 amendment, specifically regulates the admissİ
bility of improperly obtained eonfessions in the following form: 

"Statements of the suspeet and İnterviewee should be the result of their free will. 
The ti'eedom to determine and exercise free will shaıı not be impaired by physical 
and psychologieal abuse such as iII-treatment, torture, giying drugs by force, fa
tigue, deeeption, physieal force and vİolence, using any device. Promising an ad
vantage which is against the statute is prohibited. Statements obtained in viola
tion of these prohibitions may not be used in evidenee even if the accused COI1

sents to its use." 

lt seems necessary firstly to diseuss what kind of statements is this provision eoneerned 

with. 


STATEMENTS: IN-COURT OR OUT OF COURT 

A statement can be made either in or out of a court. Nowadays, it is unlikely that an in

court statement will be obtained improperly, but it is not impossible. Not only the law 

enforeement officials, but also judges, prosecutors or even defence lawyers may ask 

questions to the aeeused in a manner which may be considered as oppressive or deeep

tive. 


There İs no reason why II statement made İn eourt (whieh incriminates its maker in a 

erime) should not be subjected tp the admissibility test under Article i 35/A. it is pro

vided by Artiele ı 35/A that "statements of ifade veren ( the interviewee) and sanık (the 

suspeet) should be the result of their free will. ... ". In Turkey, "suspeet" status is re

ceived when an individual is questioned hy the judge involved in the pre-trial stage and 

by the trial judge, whereas "İnterviewee" status is conferred upon an individual when he 

is interviewed by the police and the prosccutor:c; Thus, the use of the word sanık c1early 

implies that an in-eourt statement ean he suhjected to the admissibility test. Moı'eover, 


Artiele 135/ A is a supplement to Article 135 which regulates hoth ~tııde alnul' (inter

viewing) and sorgulama7 (questioning); both provisions are in the general part of the 

CMUK and, therefore, are applieable to whole crimina! proceedings, not only to the 

preliminary investigation. In addition to thesc, Artide 236, whieh is eoncerned witlı the 

commencement of trial, makes it more elear thaı, 


3 The principle uf orality and immediacy in Turkish trials reqııircs that testimony llllist be presented in coıır\. 
and that docuınentary evidence sııch as the cunfession given by the accused lo the proseculur or police 
cannut principally be read at trial. (CMUK. Art. 247). 

4 A. V. Bıçak, "Infringement ofProcedural Rights: Article 254/2 ofCMUK", 17-18 Turkish Yearbook of 
Human Riglıts. 1995-96, p.89-1 02. 

5 An individual does not change his status when he is charged as "the accıısed". 
bit is conducted by the pulicc or the prosecutuL 
7 it is condııcted by the magistmte involved in pre-trial st~ıge or by the trialjudge. 
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"[t]he trial is eommeneed with a roll-eall of expert witnesses. This is followed by 
introduetİon of the registration of the identhy of the suspeel; reading of the aeeu
sation; and questioning of the suspeet according to Article J 35.... ".11 

OUT OF COURT STATEMENTS: FORMAL OR INFORMAL 

Generally, out of eourt statements are made either to a person in authority or to a person 

who does not possess authority. They may respeetively be ealled "formal" and "infor

mai" eonfessions. The laUer, unlike the former, are often made in ignoranee of the pos

sibility that they may be used İn any subsequent eriminal triaI. Also, theyare unlikely to 

have CMUK standards with regard to safeguards'} against likelihood of falsity. 


The question of what happens to an informa! statement in Turkey has not been subjeeted 

to any judicial decision yel. Artiele i 35/A seems to be concerned with, "a statement of 

the suspeet and interviewee". Although an informal statement is made ncither by the 

suspeet nor by the interviewee, this omission, it seems to me, derives from the rare in

troduetion of an informal statement into trial, and does not prevent Artiele 1351A being 

applied to informa! statements as well as formal statements. 


Formal pre-trial statements mayaıso take two forms; judicial and extra-j':ldieial state

ments. As far as Turkish law İs eoneerned, the former are made to the sulh hakimi (the 

justice of the peaee), while the latter are made to the proseeutor and the law enforeement 

officers. With regard to the probatiye value, there appears to have been il slight preju

diee against formal extra-judicial confessions and informal eonfessions. Therc is a gen

eral eorroboration requirement with regard to thernlO; the aecused shaH not be eonvieted 

in a ease where his own extra-judieial or informal confession is the only evidenee 

against him, unless it has been repeated before a judge. Having said that, the corrobora

tion requirernent is a different issue and does not affeet the possible challenge of admis

sibility of such statements under Artİele i 35/A. 


STATEMENTS: INCULPATORY OR EXCULPATORY 


A statement may be either ineulpatory or exculpatory. Although an exeulpatory state

ment mainly eontains denial of involvernent with the alleged offence, in so me eases the 

proseeutor may wish to introduce it as evidence agaİnst the aceused. To state sueh a 

sİtuation in a more concrete form the following exanıple may be giyen: a suspeel ac

cused of burglary states to the police that he was not in that part of the dty at the time of 

the alleged offence. Obviously such a statement is exeulpatory when it is made. How

ever, if the proseeution were able to prove at triaI that the suspeet was near the seene at 


ii Emphasis added. The original version of Artiele 236 reads as follows: 
"Duruşmaya tanıkların ve bilirkişinin yoklamasıyla başlanır. Bundan sonra sanığın açık kimliği ve şahsi du

rumu tesbit olunur. Daha sonra iddianame okuıııır ve 135. maddeye göre sanık sorguya çekiliL ... tl . 

." Such as the right to lega\ advice. 
IIIC.G.K 16.2.1987 E.7/27 i K.50; C.G.K 2.2.1987 E.314 K.18: 6.C.D. 1.3.1990 E.1989/10255 K.1990/1524: 

6.C.D 10.5.1988 E.1988/5307 K. 1988/6175; 6.C.D 17.3.1987 E.t9S7. K.1987/275t cited by i. Özmen and 
U. Aktalay, Ceza Muhakemeleri Usulü Kanunu (The Code of Criminal Prm;edure), 1993, p. 341-342; 
Ahmet Case, Yargıtay Ceza Genci Kurulu, E.1993/6-236. K. 1993/255. 1'.18.10.1993, Yargıtay Kaı-arları 
Dergisi (Journal of the Court of Appeal Decisions). 1994. p. 804. 
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the time of offence the suspect's previous exculpatory statement would be used by the 
prosecutor to demonstrate his consciousness of guilt or creditworthiness of his possihle 
testimony at trial. What may therefore have been intended as an exculpatory reınark. 
may later turn to be inculpatory. One may ask whether such a statement could be sub
jected to the admissibility test under Artiele 1351A. 

The use of the term "beyan" (statement) rather than "ikrar" (incriminating statement) in 
Artiele 1351A suggests that there is no ground for discussion whether the excl usionary 
rule is applicable to a purely exculpatory statement. As anatural consequence of such 
terminology not only inculpatory but also exculpatory statements may be subjected to 
the admissibility test under Artiele 1351A. 

FORMS OF STATEMENTS: MADE IN WORDS OR OTHERWISE 

A statement may be made in speech or in writing, and in neither is it necessarily the case 
that words must be used. The question arises as to whether an artistic communication or 
physical gesture can be regarded as a statement. With regard to the former it may be 
said that relating something may be easier for illiterate and unsophisticated people in the 
way of demonstrating it in action rather than describing it in words. 

An interesting example of such situation has arisen under English common law. In the 
case of Li Shu Ling ll the suspect re-acted the way in which the killing of the victim took 
place with a women police officer. The police made, with his consent, a video recording 
of the re-enactment. The filmed re-enactment of the crime by the suspect was regarded 
as a confession by the Privy CounciL. Indeed, as far as the evidential value of revealing 
the fact that the crime was committed by its maker is concemed, substantial differences 
do not exist between a confession ınade in words and an admission ınade by demon
strating in action. 

Related to the physical gesture it should be noted that not all behaviours are equivalent 
to speech in any society and implications of the physical gesture ınay be different in di
verse cultures. Having said that, some conducts clearly indicating acceptance in re
sponse to an accusation may be regarded as a statement. This point may be illustrated 
by giving examples. Firstly, when a suspect faces the question whether he committed a 
particular offence, he may nod his head instead of replying 'yes'. Similarly, a person ac
cused of murder may take the police to the scene and show the m the location of the 
body, instead of saying where the body is concealed. 

Written or oral confessions can be made expressly or impliedly. An express confession 
occurs where the person confesses to the commission of the offence in a very direct 
manner. A confession may be iınplied in cases where the only inference which can he 
drawn from words used in particular circumstances is the admission of the alleged 01'
tence. Naturally, in the presence of any ambiguity, such an inference cannot be safcly 
drawn. The Turkish Court of Appeal, for instance, held that the offer by the suspect to 
pay the value of a ram in the face of an accusation of theft cannot be taken as an implied 

11 ( J 989) A. C. 270. 
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confession. 12 However, in some cases where the accused raises adefence, a confession 
could be implied. For example, in the face of a rape accusation, the fact that sexual in
tercourse took place could be inferred from a defence by the suspect that the woman 
consented. 

One may ask whether silence in response to an accusation gives rise to an inference that 
the accused accepts the truth of the accusation, and if so whether the admissibility tests 
under Artiele 1351A can be applied in such cases. As far as the first part of this question 
is concerned, the fact that individuals are entitled to refrain from answering questions 
put to them for the purpose of discovering whether they committed an offence is well 
known as the right to silence, and clearly recognised in Turkish' procedural rules regu
lating the criminal investigation. 13 The interviewee and the suspect, according to Turk
ish law, should be notified that, "he has a legal right not to make a statement about the 
accusation".14 This requirement makes it technically impossible to consider the post
caution silence as implied confession in that silence following "the caution" may be 
nothing more than the exercise of the cautioned right. 

The level of appreciation of the right to silence in Turkeyappears low among the public 
as a whole; the popular culture of Turkey is reflected by a common proverb that "~,-ukut 
ikrardan gelir" (silence means guilt). Although there is no elear judicial pronounce
ment, one may expect to find the reflection of such culture at the level of the courts. 

THE CRITERION OF ADMISSIBILITY: THE VOLUNT ARINESS TEST 

Artiele 1351A would seem the result of the postuIate that individuals ordinarify have 
freedom of choice15 and of the moral conviction that persons should enjoy a degree of 
mental freedom to choose whether or not to confess. Lack of such "mental freedom" is 
required to result in the exelusion of any subsequent confession. At this poİnt, one may 
ask whether factors such as mental disease or abnormality which impair the suspect's ca
pacity to act voluntarily are covered by the artiele. Taken literally, the answer to this 
question should be negative; the concern of article 1351A seems to preserve a certain 
degree of mental freedom against improper practices which come from the outside 
world. That means confessions are only admissihle under artiele ı 351A provided that 
the suspect is not deprived of freedom of will b/third parties. 

The artİele İn question does not atternpt to derine the word s "free will" or "voluntari
ness". Instead, it lists a number of improper techniques which are likely to create an un

ıı Mehmet Case, Yargıtay Ceza Genel Kurulu (The General Assembly of Co urt of Appeal), E.1993/6-67 
K. J993/1 08 T.19 .4.1993, 19 Yargıtay Kararları Dergisi (The Journal of the Court of Appeal Decisions), 
October 1993, p. 1564. 

13 The Turkish Constitution, Art. 38/5. 
14 CMUK, Art. J 35/4. 
IS Determinists contend that all incidents, including aıı human beings' preferences, are caused. From the de

terminist point of view, therefore, a person faced with a choice between alternatives is not free in a contra
causal sense; it would be possible to forecast accurately somebody's option in the face of particular 
alternat~ves provided that the person's genetic code and all his previous experie'nces are known. See 
generally, M. Beardsley and E.Beards\ey, Invitation to Philosophical Thinking. 1972 

http:accusation".14
http:investigation.13
http:confession.12
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acceptable risk of depriving the suspect of his free willY' Obviously, prohibiting certain 
categories of police tacties provide concrete guidance for the law enforcement offieers 
and increased protection for the suspects. One has to accept, however, that a compre
hensive enumeration of all the techniques is extremely difficult due to the evolutionary 
nature of police practiees and the suspect's possession of varying degrees of sensitivity 
and resistance to improper tacties. Moreover, the impact of such a listing depends, or 
course, upon the interpretation given to the terms "ilI-treatment", "torture", "giving drug 
by force", "fatigue", "deception", "physical force and force", "using any device", and 
"promising an advantage". Depending on a broad, or restricted interpretation of thesı.: 
terms, improper conduct may, or may not, be held to result in an involuntary confession. 

In any case, the listing does not enable us to restrict the Turkish notion of voluntarincss 
to a single meaning. Since securing confessions by deceit or by promising an advantagc 
that is illega! in itself is mentioned by the artiele, the voluntariness test is not only lim
ited to coereive tactics. All methods that have the eftect of damaging the suspect's frcı.: 

will may be ineluded. 

THE BURDEN AND STANDARD OF PROOF 

The implementation of voluntariness test may become a source of controversy. In this 
part of the artiele, attention will be drawn to the questions of who bears the burden of 
proving voluntariness of a confession, and of what the standard of proof by whieh the 
judge assesses voluntariness should be. There is no specific provision regulating this 
subject in Turkish law. This omission makes the formulation of Artiele i 35/A important. 

Section 135/A does not inelude standards to which a confession must comply in order to 
achieve the quality of voluntariness. Instead, a negative test has been chosen. The con
elusion as to the voluntariness of a confession depends on the absence of factors which 
are likely to render a confession involuntary. In other words, to have the quality of vol
untariness a confession should be shown not to be involuntary. 

Such a negatiye formulation is likely to draw judicial attention away from what is vol
untary to what is involuntary; and therefore is capable of constituting a bias against ex
elusion of confessions in that all confessions may be considered voluntaı'y unless invol
untariness proved. This possibility İs partieularly supported by the fact that what exactly 
occurred during interrogation is difticult to know in Turkey since there is no tape
recording requirement of İnterrogation. At trial, there is little to prevent law enforce
ment ofticers from describing the condition of interrogation in favour of admissibility. 
Of course, the defendant could present his version. it is up to the trial judge or the panel 
to deeide the relative credibility of the two sides' stories. Taking a cynical approach, 
judges may systematically resolve the credibility issue in favour of the police. Such a 
course is unlikely to be taken by the Turkish judieiary because of the general substanlivc 
law's principle that suspicion should be interpreted in favour of the suspect. 

Ili This list may be interpreted as the statement of improper techniques which result in an "involuntary" 
confession as amatter of law, regardless of the Iikelihood that they did or could produce a false c011fession 
and regardless of the ir effect on the actual contession. 
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In the case of Osman, Huseyin and Haci Osmanl7 the Turkish Court of Appeal ignored 
the issue of the hurden of proving voluntariness though there was a opportunity to clar
ify it. In this case the suspects claimed at their trial that their confessions at the police 
station were obtained by coercion, but this claim did not prevent conviction. Confes
sions were held, hy the Court of Appeal, to be involuntary and therefore inadmİssible on 
the ground that the suspects' claims were supported by the report of the Forensic Medi
cine Organization in which it was stated that ecchymosis (signs of tortul'e) were discov
ered on the bodies of the suspects. More recently, however, the suspect's claim that his 
confession at the gendarmerie station was obtained by coercion has led to exclusion, 
without support of any report. The Court of Appeal held that such a confession cannot 
be taken as ahasis for conviction unless the contrary of the suspecl's claim is proved by 
the prosecution.11! 

Having concluded that the admissibility of confessions in Turkish jurisdiction has been 
governed by the notion of voluntariness, it is now necessary to examine which methods 
and practices in the process of criminal investigation will render a confession involun
tary. 

Before attempting to identify certain practices it is necessary to recognise that such cir
cumstances should not be expected to be static; there may be more extensive circum
stances than identified here. In the following pages an attempt will be made to identify 
the most notorious ones and to clarify the exact meaning of the m hy analyzing various 
courts' decisions. This will include not only domestic high courts of each country hut 
also the European Co urt and Commission of Human Rights. 

As far as Turkish law is concerned, there exists a list of improper techniques capable of 
creating an involuntary confession. The Turkish Constitution aftirms as a fundamental 
principle that "no one shall be subjected to torture, ill-treatnıent, or any treatment in
compatible with human dignity" 1'1 The Code of Criminal Procedure expressly pro
nounces the involuntariness of confessİons obtained by "torture", "iII-treatment", "giving 
drug by force", "fatigue", "physical force and vİolence", and "using any device" such as 
a lie detector. 

TORTURE 

In the vİew of the European Commission of Human Rights, the concept of torture in
cludes an aggravated form of severe physical or mental suffering. 2C1 More recentıy, it has 
also been defined by an International Covenant as, "any act hy which severe pain or suf

17 Yargıtay Ceza Genel Kurulu (General Assembly of the Court of Appeal's Criminal Division), E.1993/6
192, K, 19931217, T.4.10.1993, 20 Yargıtay Kararları Dergisi (Journal of The Court of Appeal's 
Dedsions), 1994, p. 450. 

ii! Ahmet Case, E. 1993/6-236, K.1993/255, T.18.1 0.1993,20 Yargıtay Kararları Dergisi (Journal of the Court 
of Appeal's Decisions), 1994, p. 804. 

19 Artide 17, emphasises added. 
20 Denmark et al. v Greec:e (1969) 12 Ycarbook of E.C.H.R 504; This case is widely known as "the Greek 

Case" which was logged by Denmark. Norway and Sweden in 1967 against the military junta in Athens. 

http:prosecution.11
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fering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally intlicted on a person ... " .ıı Both 
definitions include the element of severe suffering which is amatter of degree, depend
ent upon the facts and circumstances of an individual case. A general idea as to the 
amount of suffering required may be obtained from the findings of international and 
domestic authorities. 

As far as the European Commission of Human Rights is concerned, the practice of tor
ture is found in the application of "falanga" which involves "the beating of the feet with 
a wooden or metal stick or bar" .ıı Similarly, the use of five interrogation techniques in
cluding wallstanding, hooding, subjection to continuous noise, deprivation of sleep, and 
deprivation of adequate food was considered to amount to torture.B On a more univer
sallevel, the Human Rights Committee of the UN found the presence of torture in cases 
where there existed singular or combined cruelties, such as foreing a suspect to remain 
standing with the head hooded for long hours (planton), electric shocks, putting hoodctl 
head into foul water (submarino), keeping him hanging for hours, keeping him naketl 
and wet, squeezing the suspecl's fingers after pieces of wood have been placed betweeıı 
them, and so on.ı4 

These examples should not mislead us into assuming that torture is only physical cruelty. 
As has been confirmed by the aforementioned definitions, non-physical torture is also 

possible, defined as "the infliction of mental suffering by creating a state of angIJish and 
stress by means other than bodily assault" .ı5 This type of torture is exemplified by the 
sub-commission in the Greek Case as mock executions, threats of death, insults, hu

. miliations, threats of reprisals against relatives, threats to be present at the torture of oth
ers or actual presence at such torture. 

Although torture is prohibited by a number of legal textsı6 in Turkish law, there is no 
statutory definition of it. Examples of torture, however, can be found in the judgeınents 
of the Court of Appeal. In the case of Gazi, Faik and Ziyaı" who were charged with 
causing the death of the three person under detention, it was reported that the suspects 
accused of smuggling historical and artistic items claimed to have been discovered by 
themselves were detained by gendarmerie. Following their denial of such an involve

ıı Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, Artiele i, 
United Nations, Doeument NRes/39/46. 

ıı The Greek Case, supra note 26, p. 505 
ı3 Ireland v United Kingdom, (1978) 2 E. H. R. R. 25; The European Court of Human Rights, however. 

declined to eonsider these tactics as torture, instead they have been labelled as "inhuman treatment". 
ı4 Bazzano and Massera v Uruguay (51 i 977), Report of the Human Rights Committee, GAOR, 34'h Session. 

Supplement No. 40 (1979), Annex 7; Grille Motta v VruKuay (2/ 1977), Report of the Human Rights 
Committee, GAOR, 35111 Session, Supplement no.40 (I 980), Annex i i; Lopez v VrUKuay (52/1979), Report 
of the Human Rights Committee, GAOR, 361h Session, Supplement No. 46, 1981; eited in N.S. Rodley, 
The Treatment of Prisoners Under International Law, 1987. 

ı5 The Greek Case, supra note 26, p. 46 I. 
ı6 Article i 7 of the Constitution, Artiele 243 of the Penal Code, UN Convention Against Torture (The 

Official Gazette ı O August ı 988), the European Convention for the Prevention of Torture (The Officiaı 
Gazette, 29 Feb. 1988). 

ı7 Yargıtay Ceza Genel Kurulu (The General Assembly of Co urt of Appeal), E.1983/8-64, K. i 9831 156 
T.4.4. ı 983, Yargıtay Kararları Dergisi (Journal of Court of Appeal Deeisions), 1983, p. 445. 
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ment, electric currents were connected by a sergeant to their fingers, toes and penises in 
an attempt to discover the location of items. This practice continued for several days. 
Then the captain ordered to bring them to the headquarters where the suspects were 
punched, kicked, their testicles were squeezed, and their heads were kept İn water until 
theyalmost drowned. These methods also failed to disclose the location of items and 
the suspects were taken back to the initial detention centre. After a tew days they were 
taken to the medical doctor who not only gaye a medical report stating the non-existence 
of any signs of torture but also offered to help to make the suspects confess. Then an of
ticial request seeking the aid of the medical expert to uncover the location of items was 
made in a wrİtten form by the captain. Following this request, the doctor attended the 
gendarmerie station at 3.00 a.m., and asked the gendarmes to bring him salt and tlour. 
He forced the suspects to eat the mİxture of salt and tlour, whilst at the same time pour
ing water from one cup to another in order to exploit their thirst. In other cases the Court 
of Appeal has found examples of torture such as assault with truncheons, beating after 
pouring cooI water, burning with cigarettes and yanking people by the hair. lll 

INHUMAN TREATMENT 
Improper behaviour which faııs short of torture may still cause an involuntary confession 
if it can be categorised within the concept of "inhuman treatment". The dİstinction be
tween torture and inhuman treatment is amatter of the intensity of the suffering intlicted. 
In the case of /reland v United Kingdoml9 

, the aforementioned tive techniques were re
garded as inhuman treatment by the European Court, despite the earlier classification of 
them as torture by the Commission. The COUl·t'S approach is obviously a move towards 
limiting the meaning of torture to its general understanding, extreme barbarity.JO 

The practices of inhuman treatment vary from trivial beating to foreing to stand against a 
wall and beating severely.31 The presence of such a practice was found by the Turkish 
Court of Appeal in cases where the suspect was beaten so badly that he had marks and 
was unable to work for seven days.32 

211 Sanık Belediye Başkanı, Y.LCD., 13.1.1970, E. 1969/1730, K. 1970/1 18 cited by S. Dönmezer, Özel Cc
za Hukuku Dersleri, 1984, p. 13 t; Hırsdık Zanltlan YCGK. T. 22.3.1976, E.1976/8-1 00 K1976/133, 3 
Yargıtay Kararları Dergisi (Journal of Court of Appeal Decisions), Vol. 3. 1977, p. 412; Jaııdarıııa Erle
ri, 6.10.1976, Y.ı.CD., E.1976/3053, K 1976/3167,3 Yargıtay Kararları Dergisi (Journal ofCourt of 
Appeal Decisions) Vol. 3, p. 106; Musttıla, Y.8.C.D., 20.2.1986 E.1985/6399 K/986/1 151,12 Yargıtay 
Kararları Dergisi (Journal of Court of Appeal Decisions), 1986, p. 1556; Rıdvan. 17.6.1986, 3320/3733, 
cited in Ş. Malkoç, Memurlar ve Suçlar: Memurlar ve Kamu Görevlilerinin Hukuki Sorumlulukinn 
(Public Servants and Crimes: Responsibility of Public Servants), 1988. p. 86. 

19 (1978) 2 E. H. R. R. 25, at p. 76-85. 

30 See, R. Sarup, "Torture under the European Convention on Human Rights". 73 American Journal of 


International Law, 1979, p. 267. 
31 The Northem "'efand Cl/se, supra note 29, para g. i ıo, 115 aııd 174. 
32 Hasan Cl/se, YCGK, 5.ıo.1987, E.1987/8-186 KI987/423. 14 Yngıtay Karnıan Dergisi (Joumat of 

Court of Appeal Decisions), 1986, p. 102-ıo5; Erdoğan, YCGK. 17.4 1989. E.1989/3-87, KI989/l43. 

http:severely.31
http:barbarity.JO
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DEGRADING TREATMENT 
Practices which are not sufficient to amount inhuman treatment may eause involuntary 
confessions if they constitute degrading treatment. It was held that treatment of an indi
vidual may be regarded as degrading "if it grossly humiliates him before others or drives 
him to aet against his will or conseience" .33 

Taken literally, the former element of the definition, "grossly humiliates him before oth
ers", may give rise to the misunderstanding that ap art from the tormentor and the suspeet 
the presence of a third party is required. The latter element, "drives him to act against 
his will or conseience", mayaıso lead to the miseonception that submission of the sus
pect to the request is necessary. These should not be the ease. As pointed out by 
Rodley, the behaviour aimed at humiliation or aetion against will should be enough.34 

Turkish courts has not found any treatment of suspects degrading and therefüre causing 
involuntary confession. Some examples, however, may be given by referring to the de
cisions of European judicial institutions. It was held that degrading treatment is a rela
tive concept; identifying its presence may differ in case to case depending on the dura
tion of the treatment, its effects, the suspect's characteristics such as sex, age, religion 
etc.35 In the Greek case, for example, a certain roughness of treatment did not amount to 
degradation since it was tolerated by the suspect and the publie.36 Another example 
would be that foreing the strict vegetarian to eat meat might fall within this eoneept 
whereas similar eonduct towards a non-vegetarian might not. The eoncept of relativity 
is suseeptible to misuse so it should be employed with caution. 

The difference between these three concepts is likely to deri ve prineipally from a difter
ence in the intensity of the suftering intlicted. It is , therefüre, difticult to identify the 
exact scope of each term. Such an effort may not be important with regard to the admis
sibility of eonfessions as all of them will eause involuntariness. 

GIVING DRUGS 

Voluntariness of confessions mayaıso be impaired by giying substances, whether in 
solid, liquid or gas form, to the body of the suspect. Obviously, it does not matter 
whether they have been swallowed, mixed with foods or drinks, breathed, rubbed into 
the skin ete. The important point for the judieiary to füeus on is whether sueh sub
stances are eapable of affecting the suspeet's mental eapaeity. 

One may ask whether confessions obtained from the suspect who has voluntarily taken 
alcohol, drugs or prescribed medicine with side effects on mental ability are inadmissi
ble with regard to Section 76 and Artiele i 35/A. As argued earlier, impropriety is 
needed for the implementation of these provisions. With regard to this question, al
though the law enforcement officer has no responsibility whatever on taking these sub

33 Tlıe Greek Case, supra nüte 26, p. 500. 

34 N. S. Rüdley , The Treatment of Prisoners Under International Law, 1987. p. 93. 

35 fre/and ii VK, supra nüle 29, para. 162. 

3(, Tlıe Greek Case, supra nüte 26, p. 50 I. 
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stances, questioning a suspect who has no controlover his decision making is itself im
proper. 

FATIGUE 
Experience of being detained and interrogated by the police is naturaııy tiring. if the 
suspecı, however, İs detained in condilions or questioned in a manner which make him 
extremely tired, the İssue of voluntarİness comes into play. The typical examples of 
such exhaustive tactics may be given as prolonged and incommunicado questioning, 
transporting the suspeet from one police station to another, shining a bright and blinding 
strobe light continuously on the suspecl's face, withholding rood and drink from him/7 

keeping him awake to the point of extreme exhaustion, waking up regularly aft:er brief 
periods of sleep, ete. 

As far as the English judiciary is concemed, the confession of a drug addict who has 
been in police custody for 18 hours without any rest, despite the Code's requirement of 
at lest eight hours rest in any period of 24 hours, was found to be involuntary.3H A simi
lar condusion was reaehed for the confessİon of a retired pubtic servant who had been 
subjected to a total of 700 questions for 25 hours out of 50 spent in custody during a hot 

39summer.

THREAT 
Moral restraint by means of threat can also harm the voluntariness of a eonfession. The 
eoercive power of threat rests not only with the fear they produce but also with an indi
vidual's suggestibility. Clearly, the age, intelligence and character of the suspeet will be 
important considerations.441 The question to be addressed should be whether the suspect 
reasonably considers himself in sufficient danger. To be effectiye for the involuntari
ness purpose it needs not to be trivial or implausible. Having said that, threats may have 
cumulative effect; where any of them is not sufficient by İtself to cause involuntariness, 
all, taken together might. 

Threats oecur in different shapes and sizes. The problem may arise as to the employ
ment of words to the effeet that "it would be better" to teli the truth. In the ease of R. v 
Emmerson,41 a submission for the exc1usion of cl confession obtained by oppression was 
made on the grounds that the suspeet was frightened by threats, where one of the poJiee 
officers eondueting the interview raised his voice and swore at the suspeel. The police 
officer was saying in effect that it was plain that the suspeet had committed the erime, 
and asking why he was wasting their time. Although the eonduct of the police officer 

37 Not providing anything apart from bread and water for three days to the detainee, which is required as a 
disciplinary punishment by Military Criminal Code, has been daimed to be unconstitutional before The 
Turkish Constitutional Court. The Court, however, did not agree. Katıksız Hapis Cw'e, 27/1211965, 
E.1963/57, K. ı 965/65, 0.4/3-9, Omcial Gazette, No. 12520 of 6/2/1 %7. 

3H R. v Tru.uler, eriminal Law Review, 1988, p 446. 
39 HudsOlI, 72 eriminal Appeal Review. 1980, p. 163. 
441 R. v McGoııem, 92 erirninal Appeal Review, 1992, p. 228. 
41 92 erirninal Appeal Review, 1991, p. 284. 
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was found to be rude and discourteous, it was not regarded as capable of causing invol
untariness. 

One has to accept that verbal intimidation could render a confession involuntary if it 
reaches a certain degree. Where should one draw the boundary of this level? There is 
no simple answer to this question. It is beyond question that police officers can interro
gate a suspect with the intention of eliciting his account or gaining admissions and that 
there is no requirement for stopping questioning after the first denial, or eve n a number 
of denials. By the same token, police officers are not allowed to continue to question a 
suspect until they get what they want. Thus, shouting at a suspect what they wanted him 
to say after he had denied involvement over three hundred times was held to he un
doubtedly good enough for exclusion of subsequent confession.42 

PROMISE 
A promise to the suspect that if he confesses he will be released on bail43 or that he wi II 
not be prosecuted, at least for some other accusations, may damage the voluntariness of 
a confession. The sort of promise which may, or may not, affect voluntariness depend
ing on factors such as the severity of the erime, the position of the suspect. 

lt should make no difference whether the promise was initiated by the suspect or by the 
officer; there is not much difference between a positive reply to the suspect's question "if 
i make a statement, will you give me bail" and telling the suspect "if you make a state
ment, i will see that you get bail" .44 The promise does not need to be made directly to 
the suspect, it may be suftİcient if it comes to his knowledge.45 

DECEPTION 

Another tactic which may east doubt on the voluntariness of a confession is deceptioıı. 
This method is said to be an alternative to coercive interrogation.4fi Indeed, a sociologi
cal study examining changes in the nature of police interrogation in America reveals that 
"deception and manipulation have replaced force and direct coercion as the strategic un
derpinning of information-gathering techniques that police now employ during criminal 
investigation" .47 Unfortunately there is no empirical data to prove or disprove such a 
trend i n Turkey 

For the present purposes two different forms of interrogatory deception may be identi
tİed as maximisation and mİnimisation. 4lI The former generally involves attempts to 

42 R. v Paris, Abdulla/ı aııd Miller, 97 Criminal Law Review, 1993, p. 100. 

43 R. V Coııwııy, Criminal Law Review, 1994, p. 838. 

44 R. v Zııveckar, 54 Criminal Appeal Review, 1969, p. 202; [I 970] i All E. R. 4 i 3. 

45 R. v Tlwmp.wJII [I 893] 2 Q. B. 12. 

4fi R. Marx, Undercover: Police Surveillance in America, 1988. p. 130. 

47 R. A. Leo, "From Coercion to Deception: the Changing Nature or Interrogation in America", 18 Crime. 


Lawand Social Change, 1992, p. 35. 
411 See Kassin and MeNaiI, "Police Interrogations and Confessions: COIllJ1lunicating Promises and Threats hy 

Pragmatic Jmplication", i 5 Lawand Human Behaviour, 199 I, p. 233. To obtain confession. ıhere ınay he 
other lypes of deceptions. To illııstmle, by conducling lindereover operaıions ıhc I'ael of inıcrrogation iısl'll' 
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seare the suspeet into confessing by providing fabricated evidence. TaeLİcs include in
forming the suspeet falsely that an aceompliee has identified him, stating falsely that 
existing physieal evidenee such as tingerprints, bloodstains or hair samples affirıns his 
involvement, eondueting a false line-up which automatically leads to his identitication 
and aseertaining ineorreetly that the result of a lie-deteetor4

'J eontirms his guilt. The lat
ter, on the other hand, involves attempts to give the suspect a false sense of security by 
misrepresenting the seriousness of the aceusation or by offering sympathy, tolerance, or 
moral justification. Examples include telling a murder suspeet that the victim is stili 
alive, convincing a suspeet of rape that the eomplainant consented, persuading a suspecl 
of embezzlement that low pay or inadequate working conditions are to blame for his ac
tion. 

Both maximization and minimization ereates an appearanee that the suspect's confession 
will have no effeet; the former suggests that he will be convicted in any case whereas the 
latter implies that he will not be responsible for the aecusation, regardless of whether he 
confesses. 

CONCLUSION 

Not only the eriteria which are used to determine the admissibility of eonfessions by Ar
ticle i 3S/A, but also the more fundamental question of the extent of this provision is 
sought to be examined in this article. 

it has been identified that involuntariness has emerged in Turkish jurisdiction as II cen
tral concept in determining whether a confession elicited by law enforcement officials 
should be admitted as evidence. Considerable room for discussion, however, exists as to 
the exact meaning of this eoneept. On one extreme, confessions obtained even by torturc 
are the product of eonseious choice and ,therefore, voluntary in the sense that the sus
pect submits to the wishes of the tortUl"er in order to avoid the imposition of further suf
feringo On the other extreme, no eonfession İs voluntary at all in the sense that it has 
been obtained as a result of the suspeel's fear that adverse eonsequences will stem from 
it.~u Looking at the issue from an extremist point of view is inappropriate. To be able to 
apply this notion, voluntarİness of a eonfession must be affeeted in some circull1stances 
but not in others. 

Eight general types of tacties capable of causing involuntariness have been idcntified. 
This list is by no means exhaustive. There may, of eourse, be many other improper 
methods which may be signitieant causes of İnvoluntariness. An attempt to explain the 
most notorious ones İs hoped to assist in cIarifying the standards of legal voluntariness. 
Identitieation of involuntariness is relatively easy in eases where the extreme end of a 
range of improper taetics were employed. As one's attention moves from harder to softer 

may be misrepresented; typical1y police officers aet as priests. newspaper reporters, iawyers , psychologists, 
cell mates, meter readers ete. In such cases faimess İssue may arise rather than voluntariness. 

4'J There is no consensus as to the scientific reliability of this test. See for detail D.T. Lykken, A Tremor in 
the Blond: Uscs and Abuses of Lie-Detcctor, New York, 1981. 

su Ibid., p, 887. 
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improprieties, they beeome less vİsible and therefore it beeomes more diffieult to draw 
the Iİne between taeties whİeh eause involuntariness and whieh do not. 

Since more than one test for admissibİlity of eonfessions is provided by CMUK it musl 
be reeognİsed that the tests are eapable of overlapping each other's scope. Therefore, 
extra attention is requİred for the interpretation of the provisions. The underlying di ffer
enee between artİele 254 and artiele ı 351A İs that the former is a general provision 
regulating admissibility of all improperly obtained evidence, while the latter is a special 
provision which regulates only admissibility of eonfession evidence. it seems to me that 
in the applieation of the admissibility test, priority should be given to the special provi
sion rather than the generalone (lex specials derogat generali). 
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